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Abstract
Secure communication is of paramount importance inmodern society. Asymmetric cryptography
methods such as thewidely used RSA cryptosystem allow secure exchange of information between
parties who have never previously shared keys.However, the existing asymmetric cryptographic
schemes rely on unprovenmathematical assumptions for security. Further, the digital keys used in
their implementation are susceptible to copying thatmight remain unnoticed. Here, we introduce a
secure communicationmethod based onPhysical Unclonable Keys (PUKs), whichwe call PUK-
EnabledAsymmetric Communication (PEAC). PEACuses physical keys and thus overcomes the
problemof unnoticed copying. As all the information about the PUK is allowed to be public, PEAC
does not require the safekeeping of any digital information. Using optical PUKs realized in opaque
scatteringmaterials, we transmitmessages in an error-correctedway employing off-the-shelf
equipment. Information is transmitted as patternedwavefronts of few-photonwavepackets which can
be successfully decrypted onlywith the receiver’s PUK. The security of PEAC assumes technological
constraints in distinguishing between different few-photonwavefronts. A heuristic argument for the
security of PEAC is outlined focusing on a specific attack, namely state estimation.Wedemonstrate
secure transmission ofmessages over a 2m free-space line-of-sight quantum channel. PEAC enables
newdirections for physical key based cryptography.

1. Introduction

Secure communication has become of paramount importance in the internet era. The security is based on
techniques that encrypt privatemessages from a sender (Alice)which can only be decrypted by the receiver (Bob)
and not by any adversary (Eve). Symmetric cryptographicmethods need an a priori exchange of secrets such as
encryption keys and authentication keys betweenAlice and Bob [1]. Asymmetric cryptography has been amajor
revolution in cryptography by overcoming the key distribution problem and allowing the encryption of
messages to BobwithwhomAlice does not yet share a secret. Asymmetric cryptographymethods such as RSA
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andDiffie–Hellman key exchange use secret private keys (known only to its owner) togetherwith public keys
and thus overcome the necessity of a priori sharing a secret [2, 3].

The existing asymmetric cryptographymethods face two issues. Firstly, their security relies on unproven
mathematical assumptions such as the hardness of factorization or computing discrete logarithms. Secondly,
digitally stored private keys are prone to stealthy copying (which is not detected by the key owner). Over the last
three decades, quantumphysics has been exploited to create unconditionally secure cryptographymethods such
asQuantumKeyDistribution [4–6], QuantumKeyRecycling [7–9] andQuantumSecret Sharing [10]. These
methods utilize entanglement or the unclonability of unknownquantum states to avoid leakage of information
to Eve or to detect Eve’s actions. Nevertheless, the practical implementation of these quantummethods again
requires an authenticationmechanismon the communication channel betweenAlice and Bob to prevent Eve
from impersonating the legitimate parties. The standard approach for authentication is still a priori sharing of a
secret key, which to some extent defies the purpose of a key exchangemethod. Indeed, public keys based on
quantum states have been proposed as away to fulfill all the security criteria [11, 12]. However, the use of
quantum states as public keys is highly impractical, since it requires long-term quantum storage, and has limited
scalability in the number of keys [11]. Hence, there is still a need for a practical asymmetric cryptographic
method that overcomes the challenges of the existing classical and quantum cryptographymethods.

Recently physical unclonable keys (PUKs), also known as physical unclonable functions (PUFs), have been
introduced as a new security technology [13–16]. A PUK is a physical object with complex internal structure that
is infeasible to copy due to themassive number of degrees of freedom that strongly affects its response to stimuli.
PUKs that can be read out optically are readily realized in opaque scatteringmedia (e.g. white paint, teeth and
paper), which consists of vast numbers of randomly positioned particles. A recent development, Quantum
Secure Authentication (QSA), verifies the authenticity of an optical PUKby querying it at the few-photon level
[16, 17]. The security ofQSA relies only on the hardness of building a device that has the same physical
challenge-response behavior as the PUK.

Here we combine PUKs and quantum cryptography:We introduce ‘PUK-Enabled Asymmetric
Communication’ (PEAC) that allowsAlice to quantum-encrypt amessage, which can be decrypted onlywith
Bob’s PUK. The security of PEACdoes not rely onmathematical assumptions or on the secure storage of secrets,
but -sowe argue- only on the technological difficulty in distinguishing complicated high-dimensional quantum
states [17–20]. Thus, PEAC is based on a physical assumption instead of amathematical assumption. This
augments the arsenal of securitymechanisms and constitutes an independent approach that will not be broken
togetherwith the existing cryptography protocols. PEACuses a (two-pixel) detector onBob’s side. PEAChas a
practical advantage overQSA: PEAC requires photons to travel betweenAlice and Bob only once, i.e. PEAC
requires only a one-way quantum channel, whereas inQSA the photons need to go back and forth and need
spatial lightmodulation twice. This significantly reduces the transport losses [21]. The one-way quantum
channel fromAlice to Bob can be authenticated as follows: Alice sends a randombit string S andBob
cryptographically proves his knowledge of S, thereby confirming the possession of the PUK. An adversary
cannot successfully pretend to be Bobwithout cloning the PUK.

2. PEAC: the protocol and its implementation

Similar tomany asymmetric cryptographymethods, PEACworkswith a public-private key pair. The private key
is the infeasible-to-copy PUKheld by Bob. The completely classical optical challenge-response characteristics of
Bob’s PUK are the digital public key. The public key is generated through a one-time optical characterization of
the PUK, e.g. as follows. Coherent light from a laser source is delivered to the digital Spatial LightModulator
(SLM) using a single-mode opticalfiberwith collimation optics that illuminates the SLMwith aGaussian
intensity profile. The incident light is programmedwith the SLMusing complexwavefront shaping or digital
phase conjugation in a setup illustrated infigure 1 [22–25]. The SLMoffersK degrees of freedom in shaping the
wavefront, i.e.K independent phases can be programmed. Using aCCDcamera in the transmission of the PUK,
wavefronts are constructed such that the transmitted light focuses to different locations on the camera,
illustrated as the grid in the right panel of figure 1 (see section 1 andfigures S1 and S2 of the supplementary
material available online at stacks.iop.org/QST/4/045011/mmedia for details on experimentalmethods). Each
distinct focus corresponds to a linearly independent incident field (wavefront) composed ofK phases on the
SLM.We separate theV incomingwavefronts into two sets, each focusing to one of the highlighted regions in
figure 1, and assign them as the basesH0 andH1 for transmitting classical bits ‘0’ and ‘1’, respectively. The basis
Hb consists ofV/2wavefronts, each of which is aK−element vector of phases programmed on the SLM. The two
setsH0 andH1 together constitute the public key. The public keywithV H H0 1º ∣ ⋃ ∣column vectors, each of
lengthK ismade public as a binary file. The values of thisK× V array are phases [0, 2π ), typically digitized as
8-bit integers. In our implementation, there are 350 spots per detector, leading toV= 700 and the SLMhas
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K= 900 independent phases, which results in a public keyfile of size∼615 kB. An example of the public key used
in our implementation can be found inDataset1 ([26]). In a full-scale deployment of PEAC, this digital file can
be shared through a certification authority to any number of users on the network.

When any sender (for instance, Alice)wants to send a bit b to Bob, they run the following procedure. Alice
chooses a random subset of columns ofHb (bä {0, 1}) and constructs the superpositionψ by adding the
complex amplitudes in each of theK rows, i.e. argument of the segment-wise complex addition on the SLM. This
superpositionψ is programmed to the SLM.Apulse of weak coherent light with lowmean photon number ná ñ is
patterned by the SLMand transmitted over the quantum channel to Bob. The quantum channel fromAlice to
Bob should bemultimodal, with a capability to transmitK spatialmodes. The requirement of low ná ñprovides
the security from eavesdropping thanks to quantumphysical principles (discussed below; see supplemental
document section 22). Bob uses two single-pixel detectorsD0 andD1 that register the integrated
photodetections over the areas. The value of the received bit corresponds to the regionwith themost
photodetections. The process is repeatedwith a different superposition on the SLM to transmit several bits. The
rate of bit transmission is limited by the switching speed of the SLM,which can reach up to 50 kHz using off-the-
shelf devices. Ideally, the contrast between the signal in the detectors is highwith a perfect concentration of light
into the chosen area. However, practical limitations such as the noise in the source and the detectors and an
incomplete control of the transmitted field result in a reduced contrast. Further, the partial transmission of the
incident light by the PUK (≈10%) leads to photon loss. The noise and losses lead to errors in the transmission of
symbols fromAlice to Bob, which necessitates error correction tomake PEAC a functional communication
scheme.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Error-correction over noisy transmission channels
Our choice of error correction is guided by the level of channel noise. This can be quantified by the channel
parameters shown infigure 2(a). The parametersα and ò characterize the bit-flip and bit-loss probabilities of the
channel. The probability for a bit to be transmitted correctly is (1−ò) (1−α). At n 33á ñ = photons per
wavefront withK=900 degrees of freedomon the SLM,wefindα=0.43±0.01 and ò=0.59±0.01. These
channel parameters were estimated by transmitting 215 knownpseudo-randombits fromAlice to Bob. The error
rateα is plotted as the red star infigure 2(b). To overcome the channel noise, we employ polar codes, which have
been proven to be capacity-achieving [27]. Conceptually, polar codes can reliably transmitM bits of data by
encoding them into a codeword ofN bits (N>M). The otherN−M bits in the codeword are preassigned to a
known value and encodedwithM data bits into anN bit codeword. The operation of polar codes can be
formulated through the construction ofN virtual channels withM of them carrying data reliably. The ratio
R≡M/N, called the code rate, quantifies the amount of information that can be transmitted. The achievableR
for a given channel is upper bounded by the channel capacity. Polar codes comprise an encoder-decoder system,
which polarizes theM data channels to have a vanishingly small error rate. This improvement of the error rate in
the data channels occurs at the cost of an increased error in theN−M constructed noisy channels. Increasing
the codeword lengthN for afixedM improves the error rate of data channels, but results in a lower
communication speed, i.e. smallerR. Figure 2(b) shows themaximumerror rate of the virtual channels with

Figure 1.Using a spatial lightmodulator (SLM), Alice creates a few-photonwavefront that focuses to one of the highlighted regions in
the transmission of Bob’s PUK. Thewavefront is constructed as a superposition ofwavefronts known to focus to a spot in the detector
area. The detector area is indicated as gray dots. Photons in the highlighted yellow or blue areas are collected by amultimode fiber
(core diameter indicated by the red circle) and detected on an avalanche photodiodeD0 (‘0’) orD1 (‘1’), respectively. The received bit
value is decided based on the difference in the number of photodetections in the two detectors.
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N=215 (shown as black squares) estimated using simulations based on density evolutionmethods [28]. A code
rateR=2−9≈0.002 can be usedwith this codeword length tomaintain a practical limit of bit error rate (BER)
<10−4 (blue dashed line) formessage transmission using polar coding (see supplemental document; figure S4).

An alternative way of dealingwith photon loss (symbol erasures) could be implemented as follows. Instead of
putting amessage into the quantum states, Alice sends randombits using the quantum states. Bob receives the
bit string with erasures and informsAlice which positions in the bit stringwere erased. The leftover bits
constitute a randomnoisy secret shared betweenAlice and Bob. By applying information reconciliation and
privacy amplification just as inQKD [29–34], a fully secret key is generated. The secret key is used as a one-time
pad for transmitting themessage. The difference with respect toQKD is that Bob is authenticated by the
possession of the PUK. The advantage over the PEACprotocol described in section 2 is thatmore photon loss
can be tolerated; a disadvantage is the increased communication complexity.

3.2. Secure transmission of data
Eve knows everything about the PUKbut does not possess the PUK itself. She intercepts the light pulse that Alice
sends.Her aim is to learn the bit b by inspecting the pulse. The security of PEAC relies only on one assumption:
Eve’s (technological) difficulty of determining the used subspaceH0 orH1. If we do notmake this security
assumption then PEAC is trivially broken. The subspacesH0 andH1 aremutually orthogonal, and hence a
simple-to-formulate projectivemeasurement suffices to determine the bit b. Despite the conceptual simplicity
of this attack, it is difficult in practice to implement this projectivemeasurement as it requires to: (a) clone the
PUKor (b) realize an optical device that performs the PUK’s operationwith perfect fidelity [17–20].

The PUKused in our implementation ismade up of amultitude (≈1012) of randomly positioned zinc oxide
nanoparticles (diameter=20±10 nm). Cloning this PUK requires first amapping of the exact position of the
scatterers and then a precise nanofabrication of themap. Imprecision in the clone linearly decreases the fidelity
of the PUK’s operation on the incident lightfield and thereby increases the bit-flip errorα. The clone should
replicate the original with>86% similarity (of the optical transmissionmatrix) to ensureα<0.5. Assuming
that themapping and nanofabrication only results in on-average randomperturbations of the nanosphere
positions, light scattering theory imposes an error of 1 nm per particle to achieve this similarity [35]. In
comparison, state of the art 3Dnanofabrication can only achieve a resolution of 10–50 nm, thusmaking it
infeasible to clone a PUK in the foreseeable future [36, 37]. An alternative way ofmimicking the operation of the
PUKwould be to create an optical device that emulates the PUK’s scatteringmatrix. In our implementation, this
method of attack requires aK=900mode interferometer, which has to be fully tunable to ensure a high fidelity
copy of the PUK’s scatteringmatrix. AK-mode programmable interferometer hasK(K−1)/2 beamsplitters
and an equal number of phase shifters, i.e.>800 000 optical elements forK=900. The largest programmable
optical interferometer to date has≈100 optical elements [38] and faces challenges in scaling up due to the
required component density, programming tolerance of elements, and efficientmethods to program such a

Figure 2. (a)Possible bit transmission outcomes: Correct transmission (solid green), loss (dotted purple) orflip of the bit (dashed red)
are quantified by the two variables ò andα, which correspond to bit loss and flip probabilities respectively. (b) shows the code rateR
calculated using density evolution simulations as a function of themaximumAlice Bob bit error rate after application of the polar
code (black squares right and left of the star). The channel bit error rate is estimated by transmitting andmeasuring 215 bits, each
carrying data, i.e. code rateR=1, over a channel with ò=0.59 andα=0.43 (red star).We design an error-correcting polar code for
a codeword of lengthN=215 transmitted overN virtual channels. Simulations confirm the possibility to achieve bit error rate<10−4

for a code rateR≈0.002, i.e.M=R·N=26 low-error decoded bits.
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large interferometer. The orders ofmagnitude disparity in the state of the art and the requirements highlights the
technological infeasiblity in breaking PEAC. The above arguments are not a formalisation of the security
assumption ‘Eve cannot implement the projectivemeasurement’, whichwe leave for future research. Instead, we
provide a heuristic security argument by demonstrating security against one specific class of attacks based on
state estimation.We suspect, but cannot prove, that Eve’s problemof determining the subspace is as hard as state
estimation.

Consider the above scenariowhere Eve knows Bob’s public key and all the details of the symbol encoding
scheme.One particular attack is to estimate the stateψ and then infer towhich subspaceψ belongs. Thismakes
sense given that Eve cannot perform the difficult subspace distinctionmeasurement.We think that this attack is
close to Eve’s optimal strategy although, asmentioned above, we have no formal proof. Themost powerful state
estimation is based on universal cloning [18] and known to yield a fidelity F n n K1= á ñ + á ñ +( ) ( ) [20], from
whichwe calculate the probability for Eve to correctly guess the subspace to be

P
q

n

K

K

K n

1 1
. 1Eve  +

á ñ -
+ á ñ

( )

Here, q is the number of subspaces; in our implementation q=2. In the limit K ná ñ  ¥ , i.e. n K P, Eveá ñ 
goes to 1/2, which corresponds to a randomguess.We use notation S K n= á ñ. The quantity S represents the
security parameter ofQSA [16]. Having S>1 results inPEve<1. Figure 3 shows themeasured photodetections
in the correct detector with varying ná ñ. The baseline photodetections are the detector dark counts which impede
Bob’smeasurements at lower ná ñ. At n 33á ñ = , i.e. S≈27, themean number of photodetections in the correct
andwrong detector are 0.35 and 0.27, respectively. At S≈27, PEve=0.53, very close to a randomguess. The
information shared betweenAlice–Bob andAlice–Eve can be quantified in terms of the channel capacities for
Alice–Bob, IAB, andAlice–Eve, IAE, as shown infigure 3(b) (see supplementary document for details). The
secrecy capacity for the communication of information betweenAlice and Bob isC=IAB–IAE.WhenC>0, the
information shared betweenAlice and Bob is higher than that betweenAlice and Eve. The error-correcting code
has to be tuned such that the AliceBob noise is corrected but not the Alice–Eve noise. To ensure secure and
error-free transmission of data betweenAlice andBob, the designed polar codes should achieve a BER<10−4 for
theAliceBob channel and an extremely noisy AliceEve channel (ideally BER=0.5). In our implementation
withC=0.003, we succeeded in designing a polar codewithR≈0.002 that concurrently achieves anAlice
BobBER<10−4 andAliceEve BER>0.12 (see supplemental document; figure S5). After the error correction
step, Eve’s partial information can be reduced to zero using privacy amplification techniques. Note that we
assume theworst-case scenario inwhich Eve intercepts all signal photons fromAlice with perfect detectors. In
contrast, the BER for the AliceBob channel is estimated for the imperfect detection (54%) and collection
(50%) efficiencies achieved in our setup.

3.3.Discussion
Toput the novelty of PEAC in perspective, we compare various cryptography schemes in table 1.While the
widely used RSA scheme is a prime example of asymmetric cryptography, it relies on the safekeeping of digital

Figure 3. (a)Measuredmean number of photodetections permillisecond in the correct symbol with varyingmean photon number
ná ñ (magenta circles). There wereK=900 degrees of freedomon the SLM in our experiment. Themeasuredmean number of
photodetections (error smaller than the circle size) agrees well with the estimated number of photodetections for an incident Poisson
source with ná ñphotons (red curve).We operate well above the detector dark counts (black dotted curve). Eve’s probability PEve to
guess the correct bit value is depicted as the blue dashed curve. Lower PEve results in a higher level of security. (b) depicts the channel
capacity betweenAlice and Bob IAB (red curve) and betweenAlice and Eve IAE (black curve) as a function of ná ñ. The secrecy capacity
C=IAB–IAE is also plotted (blue dotted curve) and reaches itsmaximumat n 33á ñ = .
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keyswhich are vulnerable to stealthy copying by an adversary. Recent attacks such as Spectre,Meltdown and
Heartbleed, as well as high-profile attack tool leaks (Vault7, APT34/Oilrig leak), highlight the vulnerability of
cryptographic keys [41]. Furthermore, RSA’s reliance on the unproven complexity of factorisation has to be
considered a vulnerability.When comparing PEAC toQKD, it is important to keep inmind thatQKDachieves a
limited goal: given that a symmetric (MAC) key already exists betweenAlice and Bob,QKDgeneratesmore key
material. PEACon the other hand allowsAlice and Bob to sendmessages in an authenticatedway, as described at
the end of section 3A, even if they have never communicated in the past. This is a complementary functionality.
By employing PUKs, the authentication of Bob byAlice usingQSAwas recently demonstrated [16]. TheQSA-d
scheme employs amodifiedQSA experiment to securely transmit data fromBob toAlice [39]. A combination of
QSA andQKD realizes an asymmetric cryptography scheme, but at the cost of requiring a two-way channel
similar toQSA andQSA-d [40].With PEAC,we achieve a direct one-way communication channel fromAlice to
Bob (AliceBob). Therefore, PEAC for the first time enables asymmetric cryptography that promises to be as
versatile as RSA and alleviates the necessity of storing secrets. The distribution and generation of PUKs can be
managed by a central certification authority similar to the implementation of a Public Key Infrastructure for
RSApublic keys. The process of verifying a digital (RSA) certificate is replaced by the act of communicating with
the certification authority in order to get the public key of any party. This is indicated as ‘PUK-based’ in table 1.

4.Outlook

Wedemonstrate an asymmetric encryption scheme that does not require storage of any digital secrets. Its
security is based on one assumption: the technological infeasibility of distinguishingwhich subspace a
complicatedwavefront belongs to. PEAC can be deployed stand-alone or in tandemwith classical cryptography;
the latter case yields a strongmulti-factor encryptionwith unprecedented security features. The proposed
scheme can be readily implementedwith available hardware,making it highly attractive for short-term
realization. An important aspect in the physical realization of optical PUKs is the sensitivity of their optical
response to environmental conditions. Optical PUKs that are robust againstmechanical and thermal variations
in the environment can be realized in ceramics, electrochemically-etched galliumphosphide and through laser
micromachining of glass [42–44]. PEAC can be extended to non-line-of-sight communication, and possibly to
distances of several kilometres, by utilizingmultimode fibre networks [45] as transmission channels.
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